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The object known as the Betz sphere |  USA | 1974 onwards 
 

 

Cue:  
Sketch describe the object The Betz Sphere. 

Describe the inside of the object, also describe its  
origin and use. In full detail only. 
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Feedback: 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Betz_mystery_sphere 
 

https://youtu.be/9t4HyRMB0a4?si=GKhD_rkZ-FyOt8a-  
 

https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/a35092347/betz-mystery-sphere-conspiracy-theory/ 
 

Ancient Aliens: Mystery of the Betz Sphere (Season 12) | Exclusive | History 
https://youtu.be/5wVRjjrvQsM?si=mgcf0TQt7USoGxcn 

 
Alien Probe, Sentient Machine, Nuclear Weapon, or Junk? What is the Betz Mystery Sphere?  

https://youtu.be/OhBVWX0IkIk?si=y8ZdN1FLRrxwskb- 
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Background: 
 

The Betz mystery sphere is a metal sphere with an approximate diameter of  
8 inches (20 cm) weighing nearly 22 pounds (10.0 kg)  

uncovered in 1974 by a family in in Fort George Island, Florida.  
 

After a fire destroyed their property in March 1974, the Betz family  
found the bizarre metal sphere in their yard, and believed it was a historic 

cannonball from Florida’s Renaissance-era Spanish colonizers,  
But the sphere was clean, free of corrosion, and shiny.  

 
When the family took the sphere home, they said, it started to behave by itself. 

Their accounts detailed the sphere rolling by itself, making noises, and vibrating. 
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Background: 
 

In an April 1974 interview with the St. Petersburg Times, Gerri Betz said when the 
family dog got next to the sphere, “she began to whimper and cover her ears with 

her paws, something I’ve never seen her do before.” 
 

When an expert from a research firm in Baton Rouge, Louisiana examined the 
sphere, he “found radio waves coming from it and a magnetic field around it,”. 

 
Then, the U.S. Navy analyzed the sphere at Jacksonville Naval Air Station. A Navy 

spokesman told the St. Petersburg Times that the Navy’s first x-ray attempts failed 
because its “machine wasn’t strong enough to penetrate the steel, but two 

subsequent tests showed the contents of the globe. 
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Background: 
 

Note the three, equally-spaced spherules  
(one of which is seemingly burst or radiating)  

in the middle as well as the varying densities of 
the interior of the Betz Sphere.  

 
Additionally, there appears to be a hair-like 

wire, line or filament leading off towards the 
five o’ clock position from the larger spherule. 
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Background: 
 

After the military drew mostly blanks with the sphere, a team 
of scientists took it upon themselves to solve the mystery.  
J. Allen Hynek, a Northwestern University astronomy 
professor, was part of a team of experts who examined it. 
 
Widely regarded as one of the most well known ufologists of 
all time, Hynek and his pals were reportedly unimpressed 
with what they saw and agreed that it was a man-made 
object. 
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My thoughts: 
 

On reviewing the RV data  my main thoughts were to 
see if the viewers would report the known parts of this 
target which were essentially the form/shape  from 
descriptions and images and the X-ray image of its 
inside. 
 
If these matched then I would also consider any other 
data that would manifest as unknown but very 
interesting. But of course this would not have 
‘tangible’ feedback. 
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ALL RV Data - Visual:  
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Rv Data - Visual:  
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Rv Data - Visual:  
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Thank you for YOUR participation  
and lets get to a quick review of each of your data  

and any further thoughts? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


